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LowBarBarge Dredging cleans ALL canals to crystal clean state 
= also World Equality Peace.  Brand©(™)® Patent 
CreatorKeith.space  Update: CKS20200608-lowBarDredge.pdf
“You are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people for his own possession, that you may 
proclaim the excellencies of him who called you out of darkness into his marvelous light.”  1 Peter 2:9 ESV 

CreatorKeith.space who is GODs prophet and New World 
UNIocracy #1 top world Engineer Architect sent to teach humanity how to save 
itself using HIS fatherGODs Common Sense Wisdom and old world technology 
that has evolved since Dawn of HIS/MotherEarth man/womankind. So odd no 
one has ever asked us WHO we are. Pharaohs civil engineering projects were 
famous 6,000 years ago.  We teach humanity how to use technology to be free 
will citizens once WE work WITH our top decision maker Corporate Executives 
and all Politicians to DO as WE most formally request. Same as centuries ago. 
Direct Democracy is the OLD tribal systems of the Indians. Our group are all 
now paid as highly paid consultant advisors who deliver result benefits to us, 
using our fee free KNET high speed cluster network WIFI internet system direct 
funded by justified CreatorKeith.space NGO Angel Guardian Protector Investors.


 Prime issue for fresh water canals and flood control overflows is the restricted 
access of canal systems that run through millions of slum invested inFESTed 
communities. Many have large Concrete bars that support the tops of the canal 
walls to prevent collapse during heavy floods. Use of normal back hoes and 
excavators means the crews must hand fish and dig out the congested polluted 
canals. This is a root cause of disease and poverty for my 85% of now 7.8 
BILLION PEOPLE as fresh clean water is a rich middle class elite accepted 
normal commodity.  We always drank out of any kitchen sink or any outdoor 
faucet with no thought of ever getting sick.  With advent of central public water 
systems, the chemicals and cleaning systems were suppose to alleviate all 
poverty caused by minor and major diseases.  It has gone in the exact reverse 
direction. Easy for anyone to see who has GODs discernment of WHO controls 
and runs all our infrastructure that WE the PEOPLE actually OWN and Control.


     Call us ASAP since 4 named persons in USA have truly being restlessly persecuting 
us for now 15 years to DENY your rights to use our gifted technology that is ordained 
in nature. 100% related:  Certainly by Sept 26, 2011 our key USA GOV officials knew 
that KEITH alone delivered all these same solutions as these were the targets of a few 
Atlanta Georgia executives this entire time.  SAD that most people have no clue that 
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use of correct dialogue mediating of Neuro Linquistics Programming is the key to 
World Peace.

. 

    Benefits: We the People now own and control all aspects of IOT Internet 
Of Everything. No more will mega corporate executives in other Nations 
control OUR profits from production /use of our energy, water, and factory 
output.

ProfitShareHolders.space is shown to world as the ONLY 
solution set to empower all stock holders.

We (keith and his world Mediator Crusader Anti-All Crime Warriors)  
clearly require request LEGAL REPRESENTATION worth in excess of 
$125 Million USD to file a series of Patents, as well as required civil 
and criminal charges against well over 125 persons tied to ROSE.


We now conserve 10 -> 75 % world energy. 

1. Smart Circuit Breaker / all electric distribution system. Simple use of Our original 1976 conceived 
data communications packet data software hardware and protocols to interconnect all known 
eDevices so everyone at HUMAN level has layered authority to see all aspects of OUR world.

2. Smart Smoke Detector (c)(tm)Patent filed 2012 method are P.L.C. tech solutions from 1976 
forward.  Cluster network of detectors to PREVENT all minor fires spreading to destroy BILLIONS of 
USD of most valuable Forrests, homes, businesses, and especially all those ancient Oil Refineries.

3. JoyDrive. Simple Prime and Secondary systems for all kTransport Modes of Transportation.

4. LowBarDredging (HERE) 


Paired with SolutionSafeWater.org this generates 50 to 80% all of our world electricity + power.  
This is the worlds last universal generation - transmission - transformation - distribution universal 
standard cluster network microTech control system owned and managed by WE=humanity because 
of our inherent intrinsic fully scalable benefits to entire population most rapid transition to all Hydro 
Water Power Generation with few nuclear of OUR power industry.  Public community owns all 
transportation of ride share all electric skateboards, eCars, eBus, Bullet eTrains e-Subways, even 
ePlanes. Long-short haul now electric/hydrogen powered ferries (not lucky charm Fair Gay Faryees) 
and super safe eHydroGen blimp fleets that replace the huge ocean shipping industry once 
kProducers use kBitCoins to trade kConsumers with SolutionHousing.ORG + 
WorldSchoolFund.com.  All related since every economic transaction goes somewhere, does it not.


    Call our PUBLIC CONScience People. World Leaders, PRESS and focus on contacting directly 
Elon Musk, Gov, Military, any others to use our systems sent by our group since no one else had 
done that most simple task. Just pick up the phone, get on OUR internet, and Reach Out to those 
who actually are the TOP world decision makers who focus on eCOMMERCE that benefits everyone.


   Simple hydrodynamics called basic laws of gravity and friction over exposed area shows that 
water always flows downward. The higher the head, the faster the flow rate thereby providing the 
self power to FLUSH out all the CRAP in billions of miles of our stream, canal, river systems.
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   By Store and release and variable speed turbines pumped storage old technology, we now 
harness and harness the most massive 100% clean green footprint energy system of all time of H2o 
water using small micro turbines called run of river systems, then small, middle, and even giant 
scalable turbines that either generate power, or are reversed to pump water to OTHER areas using 
simple diversion values so the physical infrastructure is used for multi purpose use thereby 
massively reducing all design, construction, and maintenance costs.

  The Return on Investment for ALL of CreatorKeith.space is legendary legacy for we ALONE are the 
most proficient efficient science engineers and professional experts of all expertise our world has 
ever personally experience. MASS publicity is always the ONLY answer.


    Our work from 1976 forward was completed +15 years ago around 2005 year on HOW to power 
our world using 100,000's of small mined lakes in highest elevations to save the tremendous 
'BATTERY' weight of annual rainfall as Potential Energy. This is the required WaterShed re-
Management system that benefits all of mankind.  The massive volume and height of water is 
Converted to Kinetic energy by remote controlled small dams. The water flows down canals used for 
shipping localized, then cascades down scalable sized pipes with automatic controlled 
TurnOffLights.SPACE valves powering micro, small, mid range, and then mega Water Turbine 
generators for local power distribution to exactly match the DEMAND with available reserve supply 
in real time.  The public owns and controls all aspects of this new energy distribution system.

  No other gifted system will reduce use of OIL, COAL, Natural Gas down to almost ZERO. This 
would have occurred some 15 years ago, except the OPEC and bank stock market controllers do 
NOT want to loose control over OUR PROFITS caused by the most common sense answer in world 
history.... come escort us back


100% Green Eco+Mining, almost free energy and unlimited water. No more flooding or stock market 
crime $$$ disasters. Everyone benefits with mega Trillions of $$$ cascading value profits using our 
simple methodology that was recreated 1976 to present as top energy conservationist of all time 
based only on the intellectual property value worth trillions of Global SolutionPeace.com.  Prime 
requirement is delivery NOW to International Press and World Leaders HOSTING Press Conferences 
to announce  WE the People now own and control everything. ProfitShareHolders.space.


SolutionSafeWater.ORG is the only energy-water harness 
harvesting system of the greatest natural resource that 
impacts all aspects of humanity. 

TAKE ACTION TODAY CALL US ! 
    lowBargeDredging reverses all Climate change and also 
creates total world global peace by community sharing of all 
water and energy GODs resources. 
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    Run of River hydro power plants and Pumped 3-way storage buffers 
does the rest using our ButterFly and gating system that is engineered 
at lowest cost and designed to almost eliminate any structural 
damage caused by tidal surges, massive rainfall and natural or man-
made disasters including major dam failures.. 
God is spirit, and those who worship him must worship in spirit and truth.  
John 4:24 ESV  Our entire World is GOD's spirit + US, says Keith

Simple Power formula of HEAD versus FLOW : kilowatts = 9.81 C x H, where 
C is cubic meters per second and H is meters of head. 

Example: 1 hectare of 1 meter water at 100 meter height = 981,(lots of 
ZEROS) kilowatts. Do the math yourself and be SHOCKED at how 
many terawatts can be generated when friction losses are minimized 
at each point of power generation and transmission. FRICTION is what 
makes my FatherGods world work. 


Storage of millions of Hectares of water at highest elevations is the key 
Complete Global Energy Independence.

Basic design of New World Safe Water systems starts always at the local 
community drainage, floodwater canals, catch basins, and Sewage Treatment 
Plants that are all interconnected by our base groundwater table resources. 


 

If you think common sense (a variety rarity for most) it is clear that My=Our GOD 
created our entire world as a series of Pipe, Pumps, and circuits.

    All of our rivers flow with energy of water and power as conduit pipes. Same as the 
blood in our circulatory system. Our stomach GUT feeds our engine of human life. Our 
Heart pump sends the Holy Spirit life force up our neck to our Tree Circuit brain. The 
rest of our body are supporting pumps and circuits. Our Spine is the electrical 
distribution Circuit. 

      Once we use AI Artificial Intelligence to interconnect our world at physical level, 
certainly mankind can interconnect our wisdom and knowledge and maybe one day in 
next +100 years actually a few of us may become A.I. immortal.  Think of even the 
Coconut tree as a vertical oriented 1 way up Canal. It is a pump from the root system 
through the fibrous filter of the trunk to the top. Impurities stay near ground level. 
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Coconut oil is the purest of any oil and the best for our gut per Map-Abcdf.com.ph 
Forums I attended.  

	 Our GODs world is all interlinked as one life force affects the ones next door. Our 
system here purifies all world water and truly reverses Climate Change by simple use 
of OLD OLD technology and methodology. As of June 6, 2020 I remain beyond 
shocked at the current state of world affairs that would have all been prevented if a 
SINGLE person had just call me up from Oct 26, 2011 to present. Who will this be, as I 
continue going with GOD and all of you, to YOUR next greatest places of needs.

  LowBarDredging was conceived in 10 years ago part of original SolutionSafewater.   
In justice of just 10 minutes June 2, 2020 here is the FINAL answer solution.   I visited 
as many Priests and Churches on Oynx street Paco 1km. Indeed I was sent BY GOD 
(so were each of you) to conceive Equality Justice. This alone achieves Total World 
Peace, by systematic use of OLD Dyson style rotating barrel suction pumps on small 
2 x 4 meter low boat barge height scalable stating just 1 meter high above water level.

 

  PHYSICAL Engineering of the LowBarDredge system is 100% 
scalable and variable depending on the application use of OLD and current 
commercial pumps, filter systems, conveyors, and commercial pipe and valve 
systems.  Any engineer with water and debris expertise can contribute to our OPEN 
GIFTED PUBLIC system

  Once each stream, canal, river system is CLEANED out like ROTO-ROOTER starting 
at lowest level of the problem area, then everyone can freely swim in 99.5% total 
clean fresh water.  We then rebuild the natural and other fish aquatic life so sea 
animals can now migrate to headwaters like the Famous Alaskan Salmon, trout, and 
even sea turtles and other salt to fresh water animals like brackish water crabs and 
marine life. This we saw first hand at Jackal  Jekyll Island South Carolina in 2002 and 
year 2005 with Matthew Duncan and Kyle Duncans weekend trip to the ECO ecology 
center located south end. This is the same CLUB island where the REAL criminals of 
USA bank and industrial capitalism met back in 1920s? To conspire how to take over 
OUR federal reserve and banking systems. They succeeded since NO ONE cared 
about the economic drain of OUR ASS Ass-sets this entire time. Again Water related.


  The Head of the agitator bottom scanning device pulls up the first layer of debris 
which is usually plastic bags and literally CRAP residential and commercial 
throwaways depending on the community.  Different Head designs for the lowest level 
dredging device can be quickly changed to accommodate the expected composition 
of the bottom at specific dredging depths valued using the next step.  We are focusing 
on small streams, city water canals and small to mid size rivers as bay dredging and 
large river system dredging was established and perfected some 40 years ago.


  First Step for any canal assessment is to do a CORE sample of maybe 500 cm 
diameter to determine the contents of the desired dredge depth.
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The Feasibility study for any canal must first include the construction details of the 
adjoining wall structure. If open Canal of just dirt, this is no longer a consideration. 
The reason is that dredging near the side walls can never disturb the structural civil 
engineering integrity of the supporting foundation otherwise the old existing wall could 
easily collapse once dredging goes to critical level. Note Dredging can easily be done 
in a curve pattern where the center channel is the deepest for water flow that 
resembles the famous Los Angeles Flood channel walls.

    If proposed dredging does extend below the structural integrity point, civil 
engineering assessments can easily reinforce the bottom edge of the old walls with 
either new poured concrete or by simple addition of pre-cast concrete.

   Blocking off upper sections of the canal and river is EASY with small coffer dams 
and a small one at the lower end. Then sludge pumps DRAIN the standing water so 
workers can actually DRY out the CRAP to be excavated either by Hand Shovels or 
automatic equipment. The KEY is too make a V at the bottom of the canal so that 
existing water drains to lower elevations, thereby exposing both sides of the canal and 
the drying out process is now repeated as the V is dug deeper as required by the 
topographical maps that indicate the contour elevations. 

   Even use of a simple DRONE to map out the required next section steps. Radar is 
easy to use to determine the stream elevations and obstructions. Obviously a Survey 
laser is the best answer to range find and set the new lower depth of the V Channel. 
Even highway asphalt pavers have used automatic laser leveling for perfect Smooth 
transition surfaces for past 20 years.  Oh My God!. Use of VERY old technology to 
transit engineer the best fast path solutions, same as what Keith and pioneers of OUR 
worldwide free internet were doing back in 1976 NCSU we just contacted again.  


  The use of CONCRETE is clearly the most structural permanent solution for any 
water way construction upgrades since metal plating seldom has any long term life 
cycle span and is cost prohibitive.  Metal Plates are easy to use for creating Coffer 
Dams for temporary removal of top layer of sludge water. Release of fresh water from 
the top section river then Is used to flush the lightweight sludge to the next coffer 
blocked section.  Again USE of GODs gravity and common sense.

      The ECO-green mining of raw concrete materials is discussed on the other 
Sections of SolutionSafeWater that is clearly direct funded by CreatorKeith.space 
NGO trust foundation angel guarding anti-all crime systems that Keith Brent Duncan 
has holy spiritually been conceiving and leaving behind since his architected birth on 
1-19580815-1 ( integrity +101% puts Keith into the Fourth Dimension as soon as HIS 
tiger Higher Power decides to retrieve and re-position his loaned Holy Spirit to be 
used in other areas of OUR and HIS universe.

 


     On the actual DREDGING kHEAD ©(™)® patent, Small pump and reversible valves 
ensure no Head Clogging by glass and dead bodies like ROBERT DEE ROSE(slight 
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humor, may be true).  On the dredge barge platform, a series of interconnected flex 
pipes of variable scalable diameter and load capacities along an optional small 
conveyor V shaped belt moves the CRAP to the side road dump truck or to a small 
remote control (think SMRCF.com Stone Mountain GA, home of ChristDomain 
conception of FatherKeith). 

  Use of any size tag along barge of 2 meters by scaleable 4 to 10 meters long.  Other 
dredge heads have submersible attachments like a rotary powered Dentist drill of my 
famous Uncle Dr. Stuart Fountain who said 'KEITH YOU WERE IN JAIL 848 days, 
what were you doing and thinking". Never did ask me anything same as rest of my 7.8 
billion blockade impoverished blinded people. Some are indeed blinded fools of greed 
and fraud. Only honest persons can Continue forward. rest of you PLEASE stop 
reading...  

     This simple system now dredges down to the bottom of any canal or lake to 
increase the total head flow rate of any river, and yes, SAME method for any ECO 
green quarry.

     This also lowers the water levels immediately as everyone knows water, Crap, and 
humans always descend to the lowest levels. So it is so. Continue.  The best locations 
are key intersections of river Vs that dump into my GODs ocean. Shit does travel 
down. Pardon reality.  Dropping ECO-Mined quarries now occurs using pumped 
storage systems described below that historically prevents all FLOOD disasters 
caused by greedy criminal fraud spinsters mostly in NYC, Milan Italy, Beijing, other 
financial stock market insider trader crime centers.  Use of related 
ProfitShareHolders.space puts millions of old/young insider day traders ANY wealthy 
executive in Pristine PRISON or work farms using OUR systems UNIocracy. 

     For we DO have CRAP brokers who NO ONE SEES. We solved THAT by Keiths 
conception 1-19580815-1 (+101%) FOIA.ONE 

   One way butterfly valve vertical turntables keep upstream water levels just a few 1 
feet from the lower stream and sea of my Father. Series of sunken Panama vertical 
shutters keep high water flow at bottom level and dropped for up/down stream 
shipping flat bar barge traffic. NEW ports POP up all over N.Luzon, the NILE, Manila 
Seagate Freshwater bay, and OUR new world free farm to market free barter 
exchange system owned by KEITH and YOU, my people. Continue.

   The dredged crap is auto sorted by R/C robots and converted to best use like Waste 
to Energy, recycled Glass, metal, paper, GOOD dirt, verse polluted solutions turned 
back into original base elements. the list is endless. This is indeed total Garbage IN, 
PURE elements segregated out. just like the bigots racists, fraudsters of your human 
race. Now fish farms and barge traffic can use Run of River hydro water systems WE 
conceived 6,000 years ago MOSES time.  Anyone can swim in any canal, even fish for 
the LOAN Sharks who are now eaten alive. Just reverse Justice of course. Ask the 
Priest Alvin, Priest Reyes, to talk to Principal Randy Emen at Elementary about Adam 
and EVE shark true tell of greed.
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Take a typical Turbine layout and reverse as a Dredging head.

Pulsed Water disrupts the river bed. 2 other Pickup suction pump heads 
bring the semi-filtered debris up the pipes. If pressure sensors detect a clog 
from too big debris, the butterfly valves reverse and debris is discarded for 
later pickup by a different size head. Once most of top debris is removed 
than standard sand and silt old style dredge heads are use.

This is the UNIQUE patentable system that does not currently exist. The 
value to create billions of miles of clean water systems at canal, stream, 
midsize river systems has economic value of trillions of REAL USD, since 
WE the PEOPLE conceive, design, build, and operate OUR systems. 
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Saddest true reality is 99.5% of humanity is offended by use of words that trigger hostility.  
So true it defies common sense logic these are JUST WORD that harm no one.  

### World Press Release SolutionPeace.com Summit was March 3,  
April 1,  June 1, and now July 4, 2020 to achieve total world peace. 
These would have occurred Oct 3, 2011 forward if a single person 
had used our solutions...then as now. We feel like Time Travelers 
stuck in endless loop of TALK, crime, TALK, more crime...

Feb 24, 2020.  Final solution Moral: never drink the Kool-aid of the occult stupid zealots who 
are many of our most powerful politicians and executives. CreatorKeith.space is the true 
reality of HOW to transfer OUR wealth back to WE the PEOPLE who now own and control 
everything. Elimination of all crime networks occurs with FOIA.ONE as well as open public 
source database WE own and control of WHO is WHO, WHO owns WHAT, and WHO trades 
WHAT with WHO/WHEN/Where GPS. ProfitShareHolders.space is the most valuable 
commodity of WE the PEOPLE now eVOTE on our executives and how much $$ they earn 
as HIGHLY paid consultant advisors. 

   The DELAY for buy/sell stock totally eliminates ALL speculation and day trading insider 
profiteering that occurs EACH time major news drives the market up or down. We are the 
worlds first and last PRO-ACTIVE database AI modelers who have already changed the 
course of history once OUR world leaders hosts press conferences based on ANY of the 25 
interrelated solutions of WorldSchoolFund SolutionMilitary SoutionJudge 
TurnOffLights.space SOlutionSafewater and other URL linked answers. Search GOOGLE for 
BuiltByKeith, then original IseeStand PhoneCradle as we are the true human AI stablizers of 
commerce... Greetings to our world in the name of our creator FATHER GOD.... CONTACT 
TODAY ALL WORLD LEADERS AND ASK THEM to escort us to TESTIFY on INTL TV on 
HOW to actually UNIFY mankind in record time using our most profound, simple, IQ 
Singularity methods. Keith in Manila (63) 9173354300 stating the SAME answer solutions for 
now +12 years based on SUPER CRIMINALS who want us DEAD since dead people can 
never RISE UP to command ownership and control over everything.. most humble walking 
saint keith duncan.


   Dec 28, 2019 World Broadcast to humanity. Right side is Oct 22, 2017 announcing our 
R&D scientists have the answers to almost all world issues, conflicts, wars, and problems. 
Start is elimination of all corrupt individuals at all Government and corporate levels. Now our 
leaders can be VERY Wealthy and protected once the serve and protect WE the PEOPLE, 
rather than their own mega corporation stock prices.


  TurnOffLights.SPACE and SolutionSafeWater.org obtain total world global 
SolutionPeace.com  With almost free gigawatts of electricity on Demand from 100,000's of 
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clustered watershed small lakes, combined with remote control of all electronic devices 
registered through FOIA.one, humanity now has the capacity to create their own self-
sustainable all electric digital Eco Communities when they own everything.  Eliminates all the 
mega dynasty corporate executives who prey on the slave traded welfare of all the banking, 
insurance, communication, transport, Agri-Farm, and other industries.


  The Value benefits is clearly mega Trillions of economic rebuild of all third world to 1st world 
nations now that humanity eVOTE owns all land and resources for use by their communities. 
Everything driven by EVOTE.ONE stored in FOIA.ONE with the most massive reduction in 
need for any government structures or control BY mega corporate executives whose only 
motive is MORE profit in their pockets.

Denied our rights for now 8 years by specific criminals we have exposed this entire time. We 
are the World Leaders worth trillions $$ IP value.

   We are isolated because a few identified USGov rouge criminals and Corporate executives 
in USA refuse to testify to Press, DOE, DOJ, Military on why we are unable to communicate 
directly with World Presidents and top Corporate Executives. We broadcast daily as the 
worlds last Key Observer Sovereign Emissaries.

 Anyone can call #1 top mastermind Sage R&D Scientist Keith and group to ask us to serve 
you by providing the answer solutions to each of the worlds major issues, conflicts, and even 
easy ways to prevent all $$ and economic wars. We have the answer to the true reasons for 
economic holocaust. The cause is a few identified most corrupt Corporate Executives who 
criminally control the flow of economic data and manipulate the bank and stock markets. 
This prevented forever with ProfitShareHolders.SPACE, kbitcoins, FinalStockMarket that 
truly return all control and ownership rights back to +7.777 Billion of our people.
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